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European pension fund landscape (II)
• Impact of low/negative interest rates
• Strategic move to factor-based strategies in last decade
• Active/passive debate
• The rise of ESG Investing

Choices when allocating towards factors
• Which factors?
• Active manager or
“passive” factor index?
• How much turnover?

• Long-only or long-short?
Source: Robeco.

• How to integrate ESG?

Low-risk stocks: equity returns with lower risk
• Are the good times coming to an end?
• A simple way to adjust an equity portfolio is buying low-risk stocks
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Low-risk investing is not as easy as it seems
Concerns with the low-risk factor

Pitfalls of ‘passive’ factor strategies

• Overvaluation

• Paradoxically: limited capacity

• Overcrowding

•
•

Limited rebalancing moments
Public index -> price arbitrage

• Interest rate risk

• Going against other factors

• Lagging in bull markets

• Simplicity / complexity

• High tracking error

ESG Investing in quant strategies
• Is ESG integration possible in quant strategies?
• Make ESG metrics part of portfolio construction:
•
•
•
•

Total ESG score
Footprint scores -> water, energy, waste, CO2
Exclusions
Customisation is necessary

• Voting and engagement
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written consent of Robeco, is prohibited. By accepting this documentation, the recipient agrees to the foregoing.
This document is intended to provide the reader with information on Robeco’s specific capabilities, but does not constitute a
recommendation to buy or sell certain securities or investment products. Investment decisions should only be based on the
relevant prospectus and on thorough financial, fiscal and legal advice.
The contents of this document are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable, but no warranty or declaration,
either explicit or implicit, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. This document is not intended for distribution to or
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